IMPROVED ULTRA-LOW CHLORINE TEST STRIPS, MAR COR P/N 3027708

This tech note explains the use of the color chart associated with the improved Ultra-Low Chlorine test strips.

DESCRIPTION
The manufacturer of the chlorine test strips has provided a product alert notice to inform users that a new improved version of the chlorine Ultra-Low Chlorine Test Strip is available. The new test strip packaging will include a new modified color chart and new Instructions for Use. These new Instructions for Use include a table of water temperature ranges for determining the best water sample dip time to use to deliver the most accurate test results. In addition, the wide water sample temperature range - covered by the 60 second dip time method - has been revised.

REASON FOR CHANGE
The manufacturer began processing a new lot of reagent pad paper which has enhanced the sensitivity of the activated colors. As a result, a new color chart and Instructions for Use were created.

EFFECTIVE DATE
December, 2016

ACTION REQUIRED
DO NOT use the NEW TEST STRIP with the old/existing color chart (Rev R077C-RPCTC).

Current lots of the test trips may exist and can continue to be used. Therefore, it is critical to understand that the color chart that is provided with the strips is used together until the previous test strip version is used up or when the expiration day (last day of the month/year) is reached. At that time, all previous version color charts must no longer be used and must be destroyed.
Color chart example:

(NOTE: This color chart is an example. **DO NOT** print or use this color chart for testing purposes.)

Please call Mar Cor Technical Support, 1-800-595-0666, if there are further questions.